2018 SLIGO ENGINEERING EXPO

KNOCKNAREA AREA - IT SLIGO

THURSDAY 3RD MAY 2018 10am – 7pm

Innovation – Cutting Edge Technologies – interactive Displays
Career Path Information - Industry Talks
The Sligo Engineering Expo is an interactive, information sharing event which is an exciting collaboration between IT Sligo and Industry.

The Expo is a chance for potential engineering students to gain knowledge of companies, interact with alumni and network with professional engineers. Participants at the Expo include Fortune 500 industry leaders, indigenous industry and companies of all sizes from across Ireland.

The Expo is open to the public and we encourage public engagement throughout the event. Our mission is to connect students, industry and the community and inspire future generations of engineers.

The Expo is held in the Knocknarea Arena, within the grounds of IT Sligo, just off the N4, having a 2,000 capacity, ample parking as well as, good bus routes and rail links close by.
Companies of all sizes can exhibit and gain exposure for your work, network with industry, interact with future generations of engineers and position yourself at the heart of Engineering in the region.

Choose from the 4 Stand Options Below:

**Option 1 – Premium Stand - €1,300**
- Premium Stand 5m x 2m
- Lighting & Signage – Electrical Points – Wifi
- Logo on all associated visual collateral
- Optional Speaking Spot on Event Stage
- Live radio interview on the day
- Additional Pre-Event Media promotion

**Option 2 – Large Stand - €1000**
- Large Stand 4m x 2m
- Lighting & Signage – Electrical Points – Wifi
- Optional Speaking Spot on Event Stage
- Live radio interview on the day

**Option 3 – Medium Stand - €750**
- Medium Stand 3m x 2m
- Lighting & Signage – Electrical Points – Wifi

**Option 4 – Small Stand - €250**
- Small Stand 2m x 2m
- Lighting & Signage – Electrical Points – Wifi
What to expect at the Expo?
From start-up businesses to Fortune 500 global industry leaders and final year students, the Sligo Engineering Expo will showcase the future of engineering from energy saving solutions to robotics.

Book your place to be amongst:

- Over 40 IT Sligo Student Projects
- Over 50 Industry Stands
- Industry leaders Talks
- Recruitment Advice Workshop
- Secondary School Engineering
- Student Awards
- Ocean FM Outside Broadcast
BOOK NOW

To reserve your companies place at the 2018 Sligo Engineering Expo or if you have any questions please contact:

Sligo Engineering Expo Co-Ordinator - Oli Melia:  E: Engineeringexpo@itsligo.ie   T: 087 136 3886

Our project team will then be in touch to confirm technical, marketing and logistical requirements to ensure you have the best support to gain the most from your Engineering Expo experience